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Yellow and grey are on-trend to brighten up homes for 2021 

Just add stylish wall prints for simple touches of sunshine and warmth
 

  

British online art print destination Claude & Leighton® has curated a collection of wall art prints that 
tie-in perfectly with the newly announced Pantone Colours of the Year for 2021: Pantone Ultimate 
Gray and Pantone Illuminating. Claude & Leighton wants to help people easily bring elements of 
these trending colours into their homes without the burden of redecorating. And, more importantly, 
to add positive touches of happy, optimistic colour to their walls.    
 
The prints are designed by artist and co-founder of Claude & Leighton, Jayne Leighton Herd. The 
collection includes stylish ampersand typography posters, line drawings, abstract faces, which 
incidentally are another growing trend for 2021, as well as botanical prints. 
 
Fellow co-founder Laurent Stadelmann states: “We were particularly excited to see yellow 
announced as a key colour for the year ahead. It gave us a creative boost to think about how we can 
use the colour to add bright, happy splashes to people’s homes, to lift spirits and bring a sense of 
anticipation for hopefully happier times in spring and summer next year.” 
 
Yellow and grey are an excellent combination for home and office interiors schemes, particularly 
when grey is used as a base colour and yellow as an eye-catching accent colour. But if changing the 
sofa, or redecorating are not in the budget, there are other simple ways to add a change of colour. 
 
Jayne Leighton Herd explains: “A really easy and budget-friendly way of bringing on-trend colours 
into your home is to add them using art prints and accessories. For example, a set of lovely wall 
prints, full of warmth and optimism, works wonders as a bright and happy welcome into a home or 
office. And when you fancy a change you can swap your art prints for different ones with minimum 
effort.” 
 
Available in various sizes, each print in the collection is produced with high quality, fade-resistant 
inks on premium 280gsm archival paper with a smooth lustre finish. Prices start at £18 for an A4 
print. 
 
The prints work well as standalone pieces, or can be included as part of a gallery wall display. 
 
Discover Claude & Leighton’s collection of art prints: 
www.claudeandleighton.com/collections/pantone-colour-of-the-year-2021-art-prints 
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Notes to Editor 

For further information about Claude & Leighton and additional images, please contact: 
 
Jayne Leighton Herd  
Co-founder, Artist & Designer 
0118 979 3989 
press@claudeandleighton.com 
 
Jayne is available to chat about her work, as well as for interviews. 
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ABOUT CLAUDE & LEIGHTON 
Claude & Leighton® is an online destination for high-quality, contemporary art prints, posters and 
wall decor. From abstracts and landscapes; portraits and animal art; to fine art photography and 
typography, Claude & Leighton offers prints in a variety of genres, to enable people to enhance their 
homes and offices with expressions of style and personality. 
 
Founded in 2020 by husband and wife team Laurent Stadelmann and Jayne Leighton Herd, Claude & 
Leighton is based in Berkshire, England. Jayne, a professional artist & designer with over 15 years of 
experience in selling her statement original paintings, and Laurent, an experienced businessman, 
created Claude & Leighton together to be the home for Jayne’s other extensive art and design 
creations.  
 
Waving a “made in Britain” flag with pride, all art, prints and posters are created and produced in 
the UK to the highest quality from Claude & Leighton’s own print studio. Then carefully packed in 
gift-ready, British-made, eco-friendly packaging.  
 
www.claudeandleighton.com 
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